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Cloud Services from Galaxy Control Systems

CONCIERGE

AT YOUR SERVICE

Cloud Concierge is a powerful suite of cloud-based computing services offered by Galaxy Control Systems.
The suite provides real-time monitoring, management and control of your access control system from a convenient
location on your PC, tablet, or even your mobile phone, with simple applications.
From access control, to monitoring or video, we have your business needs covered.
Backed by a cloud infrastructure, our services live in the cloud where you can manage your business
anywhere, at any time.

Cloud Concierge offers simple solutions for today and the future.
- Intuitive User Experience
- Easy to Install
- Customize for Integration

- Robust with High Availability
- Cost Effective
- Zero Maintenance

Led by a team of seasoned security executives and world-class engineers, Cloud Concierge
is more than just a service. We are focused on developing a new breed of uniﬁed networked
security products that combine the performance, sophistication and functionality of
enterprise-class security systems into a compact and affordable package.

Custom Engineered Solutions
35+ Years in Business
Made in USA
Supported in USA
2 Year Unconditional Warranty

OUR
SERVICES

MONITORING

ACCESS CONTROL
LaunchPoint™
Internet based access control built
with simplicity in mind.
Monitored Access Control - Our team of professionals will
keep your business safe by monitoring activities 24/7.

MOBILE APPS

VIDEO
PersonPoint™

Discovery Apex - A video management web service for
complete remote administration of your video.

Control employee access remotely with
one-click of a button.

DoorPoint™
Manage your facility remotely with our
DoorPoint app.

Video Monitoring - Prevent unnecessary visits to the oﬃce
because of false alarms or stop it from happening completely
with LIVE video monitoring.

WHY
MOVE
TO THE
CLOUD

Eﬃciency - Access to software from anywhere in the world. Simple to use on your PC, tablet, or mobile phone.
Intuitive interface optimizes for your device and requires minimal training. Enables management of multiple
properties and employees with access to multiple sites.
Cost Effective - Eliminate hardware, software and costly maintenance by only paying a subscription fee that covers
all these costs and more.
Security - Laptops, desktops, and servers are eliminated with cloud services. Traditional on-premise hardware is
susceptible to theft where cloud resources are locked away in secure data centers.
Updates - Cloud Concierge is completely transparent and takes care of every update so you never have to worry
about maintaining your system. Your system will always be up-to-date.
Business Continuity - Data access and backups are vital to business continuity. The cost associated for a
company to provide data redundancy is quite high and for some not an option. Cloud providers have a redundant
framework built with this in mind so you have peace of mind.
Employee Cost/Overhead - Staﬃng budgets are often the highest cost of expenses. Having a well qualiﬁed
workforce can be a large part of the budget. Even when costs are not a concern, training staff to maintain another
system puts a greater burden on the current staff. Cloud Concierge alleviates these costs and allows for more
proﬁtability with your staﬃng budget so you can get back to managing your business more effectively.

CLOUD
COST
COMPARISON
ON PREMISE COSTS
10%
VISIBLE

SOFTWARE
LICENSES

CLOUD SUBSCRIPTION COST

5-20%

SUBSCRIPTION
FEE

OF BUILD
COST

Customization & Implementation
Hardware
IT Personnel
Maintenance
Training

90%

HIDDEN

Apply Fixes, Patches, Upgrades
Downtime
Performance tuning
Rewrite integrations
Upgrade dependent applications
Ongoing burden on IT
Maintain/Upgrade hardware
Maintain/Upgrade network
Maintain/Upgrade security
Maintain/Upgrade database

costs

costs

ONGOING COSTS

Customization, Implementation
& Training

ONGOING COSTS
Subscription Fee
Training
Conﬁguration

CONCIERGE

ADD
VALUE

HOW
SUITE
IT IS

LAUNCHPOINT™ OVERVIEW
Internet based access control built with simplicity in mind. Wizard-driven menus allows for system management with minimal
training. Responsive design allows access from anywhere in the world via a desktop, tablet or mobile phone.

FEATURES
Personnel - Users can search, enroll, and maintain cardholders as well as set access privileges.
Door Control - Operators can pulse doors and override door lock and unlock schedules.
Reports - View and print Reader Activity reports and Personnel Directory reports with photos.
Access Groups - Deﬁne user permissions by adding or modifying access groups.
Time Schedules - Control door schedules or cardholder access by adding or modifying time schedules.
Holidays - Grant access to doors or users by adding or modifying holidays.

PERSONPOINT™ OVERVIEW

DOORPOINT™ OVERVIEW

Control employee access with one-click of a button
using our PersonPoint mobile app.

Manage your facility with our DoorPoint app.
Unlock/lock doors or lock down your entire facility
with a push of a button.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Cardholder Access - Cardholders and credentials can be
enabled or revoked remotely.

Site Lockdown - During a crisis situation, managers
can lock down part or an entire building with our
mobile app.

Reports - Searchable cardholder activity can be audited
and sent to email.

Door Control - Users can control door or bypass
schedules via the lock/unlock button. Use our DoorPoint app to lock or unlock doors remotely.
Reports - Searchable door activity can be audited
and sent to email.

ANYWHERE ANYTIME

MONITORING OVERVIEW
Monitored Access Control - Allow our team of professionals to keep your business safe by monitoring your business. Our command center is staffed 24x7
and ready to respond.
Providing access to doors and areas works great when everyone follows the rules. What happens when they don’t or when an intruder enters an unauthorized
area? Will you even know with no one monitoring? Have our trained staff work with you and monitor your building 24x7. If there is a situation, we will contact
you to further investigate.

VIDEO : DISCOVERY APEX OVERVIEW
A video management web service for complete remote administration of your video. Our hardware and software can be completely managed from any
computer with access to the internet.
Features - Video is recorded and stored locally for remote access. This allows for always available video even if your internet is oﬄine. High deﬁnition recording
can also be used with little consideration for bandwidth. If a recording is needed, it can be uploaded into the cloud and shared via email. Shared video requires
no logon credentials.

VIDEO MONITORING OVERVIEW
When you need the highest level of security, video monitoring by our staff is available. Having alarms being reported is one thing but having alarms with video
provides the highest level of security. Our team can inspect video and see if a situation requires a site visit. This greatly reduces false alarms saving on time and
resources. For those that require the greatest level of security available, LIVE video monitoring is offered. Instead of waiting for an event to happen, we can help
prevent it by actively watching. If something looks suspicious, we can alert designated parties to address the situation.
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FIND OUT MORE
Join the growing list of clients that understand
the benefits of a more secure business
environment that fits your lifestyle. Cloud
Concierge is available through any of our
partners and system integrators. We invite
you to call or email to find out how our suite
of services provides a better solution for your
data security. Call today for more information
on how we can help you operate more
efficiently and effectively.
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CONCIERGE
ACCESS WITHOUT BORDERS

800-445-5560

Ask for Cloud Concierge
Email: cloud@galaxysys.com
cloud.galaxysys.com

CONVENIENT
SECURE
AFFORDABLE
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